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In CAN YOU EVER FORGIVE ME?, Melissa McCarthy stars as Lee Israel, the 
best-selling celebrity biographer (and cat lover) who made her living in the 
1970’s and 80’s profiling the likes of Katharine Hepburn, Tallulah Bankhead, 
Estee Lauder and journalist Dorothy Kilgallen. When Lee found herself unable 
to get published because she had fallen out of step with the marketplace, she 
turned her art form to deception, abetted by her loyal friend Jack (Richard 
E. Grant).

Fox Searchlight Pictures presents, in association with TSG Entertainment, 
an Archer Gray Production, CAN YOU EVER FORGIVE ME?, directed by Marielle 
Heller with a screenplay by Nicole Holofcener and Jeff Whitty based on the 
book by Lee Israel. The film stars Melissa McCarthy, Richard E. Grant, Dolly 
Wells, Jane Curtin, Ben Falcone, Anna Deavere Smith and Stephen Spinella. 
The producers are Anne Carey, p.g.a., Amy Nauiokas and David Yarnell with 
executive producers Jawal Nga, Pamela Hirsch and Bob Balaban.

The filmmaking team includes director of photography Brandon Trost, 
production designer Stephen Carter, film editor Anne McCabe, ACE, costume 
designer Arjun Bhasin, music supervisor Howard Paar, music by Nate Heller and 
casting by Jennifer Euston, CSA. 
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In the rogue’s gallery of great American forgers, one woman stands apart: 
Lee Israel, a dead-broke, once-acclaimed writer who in desperate times conjured 
something extraordinary out of her imagination and her tiny Manhattan flat: 
the phony but ingeniously believable words and witticisms of the legendary 
figures she admired. Suddenly able to make a living by selling counterfeit 
celebrity letters to collectors, Israel plunged into a life of crime, theft 
and deception 

The story of Lee Israel’s rise and fall as a literary forger is one 
that might seemed far-fetched if a screenwriter made it up—but it all really 
happened. Israel herself recounted it in the self-deprecating, humor-spiked 
2008 memoir of her misadventures, Can You Ever Forgive Me?. Melissa McCarthy 
plays the role of Israel – a part unlike any other in her comedic repertoire. 
Acclaimed filmmaker Marielle Heller (DIARY OF A TEENAGE GIRL), along with a 
large crew of female collaborators (including producers Anne Carey and Amy 
Nauiokas, screenwriter Nicole Holofcener, editor Anne McCabe and many other 
below the line talent), brings Israel’s unexpected and at times surprisingly 
moving story to the screen.

Beneath Israel’s felonious capers lies a more personal story—that of a 
lonely, cat-loving, hard-boozing outcast whose life grew more exciting with 
every person she tricked. Israel, inspired with a reverence for the literary 
rascals she was imitating, played the forgery game with a sense of style. 
By finding success in the marketplace with her flawless forgeries, Israel 
finally gained validation for her own eccentric passions, even if the most 

“If I were a librarian, I wouldn’t let Lee Israel through the door, 
 But I’d certainly make sure I had her latest book on the shelf.”

– Thomas Mallon, New York Times book review of Can You Ever Forgive Me?
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rapt attention she garnered was from the FBI. But when her business grew too 
hot for her to handle alone, she brought an accomplice into her scheme, the 
larcenous street hustler Jack Hock. Ever the loner, Lee had to learn how to 
share her life with another person. 

Heller loves that Lee Israel is not your typical female protagonist, 
that she’s an anti-hero who breaks the long-standing mold of gritty male 
anti-heroes. “I feel like movies have all these complicated, wonderful male 
characters who can be very rough-edged and morally ambiguous and we don’t 
ever question that,” she says. “So to have a story featuring a woman who is 
complicated, who is a difficult person, who commits crimes, yet who is also 
feisty, smart, clever and ambitious, is exciting.” 

Says McCarthy of portraying Israel: “I have become so attached to Lee 
that I just want people to see her for everything she was: for her talent, 
her intelligence, her caustic, remarkable wit and to also see her difficult 
circumstances, her flaws, her broken heart, her anger. I want people to love 
her as much as I do.”
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Lee Israel: 
A Bookish Felon and Charming Forgeries

Lee Israel never envisioned a life of poverty and crime. In the heady 
days of 1970s Manhattan, she was a celebrated biographer with big aspirations. 
Her two best-selling books (well-received biographies of screen star Tallulah 
Bankhead and showbiz reporter Dorothy Kilgallen) won her entry into New 
York’s swanky literary scene. But when her third book, a biography of Estee 
Lauder, tanked, a writer’s block set in, and in the blink of an eye, Israel’s 
life flipped upside down. In a new era of mega-bestsellers and “brand-name” 
authors, Israel was persona non-grata. Her agent wouldn’t take her calls, the 
fancy party invites dried up, and she couldn’t get a job. Soon enough, she 
found herself living in squalor, surrounded only by musty books from a bygone 
era and her beloved cat Jersey.

As she skidded to rock bottom, Israel couldn’t comprehend how a writer of 
her talents could have fallen so far - but then things got worse. Unable to 
pay for an emergency visit to the vet for her cat, Israel knew something had 
to give. She sold everything she owned of value including a signed original 
letter from Kate Hepburn. The $200 she received for the sale of that letter, 
planted a see in Lee’s mind. Fate intervened while she was researching comic 
film and stage pioneer Fanny Brice for a new biography. After discovering 
(and then stealing) two letters written by Brice from the Public Library, 
which she then sold to a collector, Israel cooked up the sly idea. Creating 
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more letters to maintain the cash flow. Thus, beginning her new career in 
sophisticated literary forgery. 

Israel began to create faux correspondence from such literary and 
entertainment greats as Dorothy Parker, Ernest Hemingway, Noel Coward, Edna 
Ferber, Lillian Hellman, Louise Brooks, George S. Kaufman and more. She took 
her craft seriously, going to meticulous lengths to study her subjects, to 
match their writing styles to a T, even collecting vintage typewriters from 
all the right eras. Even to the trained eye, her forgeries were undetectable. 

At times, it was as if she was channeling the illustrious authors’ 
spirits, infusing her own life and soul with theirs. She convinced herself 
she was doing no harm, merely shining light on celebrity legends renowned for 
the wit and sophistication. She reveled in their cleverness, creating letters 
highlighting the sparkling, quotable adages, which had made them  immortal in 
the first place. Meanwhile, life with a steady income grew more fun, filled 
with mischief, action and even admirers. But there was one major problem with 
it all: Israel was committing felonies left and right. 

The tension between the fiercely intelligent, talented writer and her 
life of hoodwinking and crime is part of what drew the filmmakers to this one-
of-a-kind story.Says producer Amy Nauiokas of Archer Gray: “I found Lee to 
be fascinating in her boldness and her abrasiveness, especially at that time 
since professional women were not encouraged to have any of those particular 
traits. She had a truth to her that was unrelenting.I read the book in a tent 
in the middle of Tanzania by lantern and I just couldn’t put it down.” 
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Nauiokas’ partner at Archer Gray, Anne Carey, who was sent the manuscript 
early on by an editor friend, says: “I originally fell in love with the book 
because it reminded me of women I met when I first moved to New York and was 
working in the book-to-movie world. I kept encountering these women who were 
super smart, all single, had cats, lived way beyond their means, and were kind 
of out-of-sorts with the rest of the world.So, I felt like I knew Lee, yet I’d 
never seen this kind of story on screen. I loved that it is also a story about 
the pleasures of wit, it’s a story about New York and it’s a story about a 
friendship between two people who supported one another in their own strange, 
mischievous ways.”

Producer David Yarnell was in fact a lifelong friend and confidante to 
Israel before her death in 2014 and convinced her to write her memoir.They met 
years before, when Yarnell optioned the movie rights to her first two books–
and soon after, Israel reluctantly told him the story of her miscreant years.

“I was having lunch with her and she said, ‘you know, I did something in 
my life that I’m really not proud of.I don’t even want to talk about it,’” 
Yarnell recalls.“And I said, ‘Well, now you’ve got to talk about it.’ So, 
I gave her another scotch, which eased her into telling the story of both 
purloining and forging the letters of very famous people concentrating on 
members of the Algonquin Round Table [a group of leading literary lights 
who met at New York’s Algonquin Hotel for lunch each day in the 1920s]: 
Lillian Hellman, George S Kaufman, Louise Brooks and Dorothy Parker.It was 
an undertaking that was illegal and dangerous but she said it had also given 
her a deep sort of satisfaction – she was thrilled by being able to pass off 
her own writing as theirs.”
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At the time, Yarnell encouraged Israel, against her protests, to write 
the story of the whole sordid episode, including the surreal notion of being a 
bookish recluse playing catch-me-if-you-can with the FBI, in her own candid, 
sharp-tongued voice.Ironically, when she finally wrote her story she gained 
the literary attention for which she had so long hungered.Yarnell also knew 
the story had an inherently cinematic quality to it, even if Israel upended 
any typical notion of an outlaw and con artist.Prior to Israel’s death, the 
two of them met with producer Carey, and Israel was all in.

“We always wanted to see Lee’s story become a film,” Yarnell says.“But 
it was Anne Carey who really brought this dream to fruition.When we met with 
Anne, Lee told her, ‘If you’re going to make a film, David has got to be part 
of this.’But the major credit goes to Anne for really standing by it and making 
this movie possible.”

Carey enlisted two acclaimed screenwriters known for their keen sense of 
offbeat humor to adapt Israel’s memoir: Avenue Q’s Tony Award-winning book 
writer Jeff Whitty, and acclaimed filmmaker Nicole Holofcener (ENOUGH SAID, 
FRIENDS WITH MONEY), who each turned in drafts to fully realize the larger–
than-life qualities of Israel while remaining grounded in the unfortunate 
circumstances surrounding her misadventures. Whitty, whose stage work also 
includes The Further Adventures of Hedda Gabler and the Go-Go’s musical Head 
Over Heels, knows the resonance of strong female characters, having dedicated 
much of his career to such iconic female roles. 
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Holofcener – known for writing and directing a series of deeply emotional 
films featuring unapologetically complex women, aimed to adapt the memoir 
with fast-paced drama, laced with suspense and humanity. “The script totally 
captured Lee’s fighting spirit,” says Yarnell. 

Both Whitty and Holofcener had the honor of meeting Israel before her death.

“I knew she was very sick at the time, and wish so much she could have seen 
the finished film. I got to go into her apartment and it was smaller than I 
imagined and had a sad view of another building. She deserved better. She had 
a million wonderful books and many cat motifs on mugs and pictures...(not a 
surprise),” says Holofcener.

When Israel passed away from complications of myeloma in 2014, Yarnell 
remained at her side, even finding a home for the two cats she left behind. He 
feels she would be pleased to see her story come to life in the way it has, 
celebrating not only her knack for wisecracks, but also her spirit of survival 
and defiance of a world in which she was nearly invisible. 

“Lee was feisty, witty, acerbic and tough,” he describes.“When she lost 
her dignity and had to eke out a living, she fought back.We all have those 
moments in life when we feel rejected or that our efforts are fruitless. So, I 
think we all can identify with someone who was on a downward cycle, who looked 
like she was absolutely defeated, but instead carved out her own way to have 
a taste of success.”

Ultimately, Nauiokas and Carey would entrust that script with rising 
director Marielle Heller.Impressed with her early work, the Archer Gray 
team helped nurture Heller’s career, encouraging her to attend the Sundance 
Writer’s and Director’s Labs, and producing her debut feature, DIARY OF A 
TEENAGE GIRL, based on the graphic novel by Phoebe Gloeckner.Both felt Heller 
was a distinctive match with the material.

“Mari is relentless and it shows in everything she does,” says Nauiokas.“She 
has a personal vision and a talent for moving people that really bonded 
everyone on this project together.Her directorial style is very understated, 
but at the same time she brings a big presence because she’s got so much depth 
and passion.I find her to be incredibly brave and honest, which this movie 
absolutely needed.Because she so respects and appreciates women and really 
understands what it means to be a woman in a certain time and space on this 
journey, she brings something very, very authentic to it.”

Adds Carey: “When we first met Mari, she had a certain quality that I think 
all first-time directors need to have:she just radiated ‘I’m going to make 
my movie, no matter what it takes.’You have to have that, and she had it.Now 
with her second movie, it’s been wonderful to see her confidence growing even 
stronger but also to see her becoming more grounded. “
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Heller recalls that the script hit something inside of her. “As soon as 
I read it I was enthralled,” she recalls.“I just felt so connected to Lee.I’m 
very much a cat person so that was something that grabbed me really quickly 
and also, I love old bookstores, I love that whole New York literary world 
Lee lived within.But I also just got really excited about a female character 
who can sometimes be a bit of well, an asshole.She’s unapologetically who she 
is:a funny, tough broad.”

Rarely is a woman protagonist the gruff, law-skirting antihero in cinema.“I 
want to be able to tell stories about women who society would otherwise ignore 
and not look at closely,” Heller summarizes.“And Lee is somebody who was 
certainly very flawed, but also really resourceful and ingenious.Whether or 
not you agree with what she did—because there’s no doubt what she did was 
criminal—she used her brains and her gifts to achieve something when all 
looked lost. She figured out a way to survive and to keep going, and most of 
all, she had some real fun while doing it.”
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Melissa McCarthy In A Different Role

“There’s a real joy in playing someone opposite to you, 
  in trying to become your best version of who they are.”

– Melissa McCarthy

“I can’t imagine Lee Israel being played by anyone other than Melissa 
McCarthy,” says Amy Nauiokas.“I believe Melissa has actually channeled the 
spirit of Lee. I never had the pleasure of meeting Lee but a lot of people who 
were on set knew her and everyone felt Melissa was just breathtaking. This is 
such a difficult character, not always likable, and the honesty and courage 
she has brought to it is something special.Playing someone like Lee is not 
only a challenge for an actor but it’s a challenge generally, because we’re 
all so caught up with being liked all the time.”

McCarthy’s fearless comedic skills are renown.From her Oscar®-nominated 
role in BRIDESMAIDS to such films as THE HEAT and SPY to her Emmy Award winning 
take-no-prisoners imitation of former Press Secretary Sean Spicer on S.N.L., 
McCarthy has carved out a place as one of today’s most original and daring 
queens of comedy.But this role was something different yet.She first took on 
a dramatic supporting role in ST. VINCENT as a struggling single mom.However, 
for CAN YOU EVER FORGIVE ME?, she would be carrying an entire film as an 
obstinate, savagely smart swindler, yet also a fragile, lonely and emotionally 
wounded woman.It was a risk, but one she was ready to take.
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For David Yarnell, McCarthy was almost supernatural. “From the start, my 
feelings about Melissa doing this were beyond enthusiasm,” he recalls.“And 
then when I saw her on set, I thought, ‘this is Lee Israel redux.We now have 
her back.’She has embodied physically all of Lee’s nuances, as well as her way 
of being so snarky and wily.She has truly captured her persona.”

Adds Anne Carey: “Melissa truly understood Lee Israel as a certain kind 
of woman who isn’t going to suffer fools, and I think that’s exactly what Lee 
was. Her approach was very exciting to us.She’s really interested in telling 
stories about women the world doesn’t always see.”

McCarthy was drawn to the character precisely because of role’s inherent 
dilemma:the challenge to peel the layers off a consciously off-putting 
surface.“What I loved most about playing Lee was looking for the redeemable 
in a person who is perhaps not the easiest person to get along with,” she 
explains.“I was always looking for the motivation behind why Lee was so 
grouchy and caustic and in the process, I really fell for her.I think you see 
dimensions in her that you don’t often see in female characters. She’s not all 
shined up and floating through life making everything wonderful.She kind of 
storms in and leaves a path of destruction.”

There was no temptation to soften Israel’s razor-sharp corners. “Part of 
what makes Lee so mesmerizing is that she was exactly who she was,” McCarthy 
elaborates.“Her wit and her bite could come on strong so it had to be that way.
But I also think it was somewhat of a pose where she acted as if she didn’t 
care at all about the outside world.So, I was always trying to balance who she 
really was with how much of her standoffishness was also a defensive maneuver 
or a bluff.”
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McCarthy acknowledges she is nothing like Israel, but that only increased 
her drive to understand her antisocial ways. “Lee was always in her own head 
and very no-nonsense and I found that really interesting to explore because 
I don’t get to be that in my life.There’s something about how she kind of 
barrels through her life, even if it’s a bit of a front, that was compelling 
to me,” she says.

When director Marielle Heller first met with McCarthy, they bonded quickly 
over their mutual fascination with what made Israel tick.“Melissa and I were 
immediately on the same page about Lee: we were both a little in love with her 
and we really wanted to pay our due respects. We agreed we were not going to 
be making fun of this character in any way. The portrait for both of us came 
from a place of thinking she was a really intriguing, worthwhile person we see 
too rarely. We also connected on this idea that part of why Lee almost gets 
away with her crimes is because nobody’s really looking at her.”

That bond continued onto the set.“Mari set a great tone,” says McCarthy.“We 
all felt protected and taken care of and able to really let go knowing that 
Mari was watching over us with her eye for specificity.She has a way of guiding 
you ever so gently so that a whole scene takes on a different feel to it. I 
think she’s tremendous. It was one of the best shooting experiences I’ve had 
in my life and I’ve had a long list of really fun ones.”
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As McCarthy dug deeper into Israel’s cunning forgery work, she began to 
understand the appeal of the crime, especially given that Israel’s livelihood 
depended on it. “Lee was someone who was all about the work,” she observes.“Words 
and language were everything to her.So, she was proud of being able to imitate 
these great writers, proving she could be every bit as witty and singular as 
they were. It was fun for her to play at that and she always said she thought 
of it as some of her best work.Lee really didn’t care so much if people liked 
her, but if people liked her work, that was meaningful. She loved that people 
would say ‘no one else can write like Dorothy Parker’ and yet Lee Israel was 
thoroughly believed as Dorothy Parker.”

Another focus for McCarthy was Israel’s devotion to the one thing in 
life that never disappointed her or let her down:her cat.“With Lee’s cat, 
you see that even this grumbly, stubborn, difficult person really does love 
something,” she notes.“It’s also that love which starts the whole ball rolling 
when she needs money for the vet. Lee didn’t just wake up one day and say, 
‘Oh I think I’ll use my talents to commit crimes.’ To her, at first it was a 
matter of life and death.”

The decision was made early on for McCarthy to wear very little makeup 
and to sport unattended gray roots in her hair, both to mirror Israel’s 
decline and her unflinching honesty. That raw physical presence became part-
and-parcel of a performance McCarthy hopes will shine a light on fascinating 
lives that are often lost in the shuffle. 
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Richard E. Grant as Jack Hock

The story of CAN YOU EVER FORGIVE ME? is also a story of two lost souls 
coming together, a rather unlikely friendship of a flamboyant rebel and a 
surly loner that is transformative in subtle yet emotionally profound ways.
That friendship begins when Israel runs into Jack Hock, a large-hearted 
petty criminal who, sharing Israel’s insubordinate disposition, became her 
accomplice for a period of time.Taking on the role is an actor who loves to 
sink his teeth into colorful characters: Richard E. Grant, known for his many 
indelible performances in WITHNAIL & I, GOSFORD PARK and TWELFTH NIGHT.

“Casting Richard as Jack was such a dream come true,” says Anne Carey. 
“WITHNAIL AND I remains one of my favorite movies of all time, so the idea of 
having him play Jack to me was just perfection.”

Adds Marielle Heller: “Richard is such a good foil to Melissa as Jack.
They’re an odd couple because Jack is not literary at all. Yet they get along 
because both have a defiant, slightly criminal sensibility to them where 
they giggle at the many ways in which they can say ‘F you’ to society.It’s 
that attitude that I think makes you want to root for them.They’re both such 
misfits, they never really judge one another. Jack never takes offense at 
Lee’s crankiness.It just doesn’t ruffle his feathers.And Lee has spent so 
many years not letting anybody in, yet something about Jack’s personality 
works for her.”
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The closeness that unexpectedly unfolds between the two was mirrored 
McCarthy and Grant’s relationship.“Melissa and Richard had so much fun 
together, running around the city causing havoc and mischief, it was just 
delightful to watch that develop,” Heller continues.“They really liked each 
other to the point that I said to one of the producers, ‘If they become any 
better friends we’re going to have a hard time shooting because they’re just 
having such a great time chatting before we even call roll.’ The other thing 
is that both of them are able to go from jovial, dynamic scenes to really 
serious moments that take us into the inner world of these two people who are 
also lonely and in pain.”

McCarthy says she was instantly smitten with Grant. “It took about 3½ 
minutes for us to feel like we’d known each other for years.I think maybe 
everybody feels like that with Richard,” she muses. “There’s a warmth, a humor 
and a kindness to how he played Jack that was just dreamy.He makes him a true 
bon vivant, and at the same time Richard plays moments so vulnerable they were 
heartbreaking.”

That both characters are gay was also unusual. “This was an interesting 
time for two gay characters to come together in New York,” notes Heller.“A 
friend of mind told me that historically the lesbian community and the gay 
community in the city were pretty separate, but when AIDS happened they kind 
of connected.A lot of gay women ended up becoming caretakers for a lot of gay 
men and the communities came together in a new kind of way.Lee is someone who 
often drank at a male gay bar and I think gay culture is part of their story 
in a lot of ways.”
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Grant was drawn to the humanity in Hock.“Jack seems to me to have the 
personality of a Labrador Retriever.He just assumes that he might go up to 
anybody and they’ll like him, but he’s also sometimes kicked-about and he’s 
lonely.He was a coke dealer and probably a kleptomaniac, banned from Duane 
Reade drugstore for shoplifting. But when he falls in with Lee Israel, they 
develop this very unusual love-hate relationship, which seemed to me to be 
the core of the story,” he explains.“Despite Lee’s curmudgeonly ways, they 
actually get on together, partly because he just insists on it.”

As for what draws Israel to Hock, Grant offers an insight: “Jack treats 
Lee in a very courtly way, with a respect and courtesy that I think is unusual 
in her experience. He’s also completely comfortable in his skin, happy to be 
flamboyant, while she’s so introverted and reticent, which can be a combination 
that works. Of course, he oversteps the mark with her, but that is also what 
she likes about him most.He doesn’t have any boundaries or believe in any 
rules and he’s willing to live outside of acceptable society and take her into 
what becomes a kind of Boho, borderless country of their own.”

Adds McCarthy: “I think Lee and Jack come to truly need each other. She 
has no one and he has no one and yet suddenly these two intensely, intensely 
lonely people have each other.”

Much as Grant enjoyed Hock’s free spirit, he also had to open himself up to 
the character’s flaws, which he admits are not few.“He may be non-judgmental 
but he’s also completely unreliable,” Grant laughs.“He’s an absolute flake, 
always on the make, and very little in his life works out.I think we all know 
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people like that.They can be very attractive and magnetic, yet also always 
scamming for something, always with a plan to do something fantastic, yet it 
never quite happens for them.”

There was little information that Grant could find on Hock’s life. “I 
found out one thing on Wikipedia: that he had a very short cigarette holder 
because he believed he wouldn’t get cancer if he smoked through that,” Grant 
recalls.“That was all I could find--and that he’d been to jail.I had no 
picture.But when I started using the cigarette holder it suggested to me 
somebody with a certain élan and self-confidence and that influenced my idea 
of someone who would just take on the city in his own way.”

Most thrilling of all for Grant was building this one-of-a-kind friendship 
with McCarthy.“She’s a comic genius, but she is also very truthful,” he 
comments. “Of course, chemistry is a weird thing. You have no idea if it’s 
going to work with somebody or not until you meet. It felt like a big risk to 
put us together in the beginning, but the minute I met Melissa, I found her 
to be so open and there was no game playing or status-pulling whatsoever. She 
made me laugh, and I made her laugh.And our friendship has turned out to be 
a real gift.”

Playing Jack Hock has been among favorite movie experiences for Grant, 
he confesses. “The chance to be so out there and exuberant and willing just 
to say and do whatever you want is something that I never get to do in my 
real life. There’s also something beautifully sleazy about Jack, too, which 
I really like, because I lead a much more sort of moral, upright life. But 
there is also enormous pathos and poignancy in how things end up for him and 
his story is quite moving.”
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Supporting Cast

As Lee Israel’s letter-forging career took off, she was suddenly given 
a chance at love and acceptance that she hadn’t had in years, if ever—albeit 
a chance she couldn’t take without exposing her ruse.Chief among those in 
the film is her link with a vintage bookstore owner who buys her first 
letters:Anna, who recognizes and admires Israel in a way that bolsters her 
flagging confidence.Sparks between them are visible, but Lee’s known deception 
of Anna stifles them.Taking the role is Dolly Wells, the British actress best 
known for co-writing and starring in HBO’s comedy series DOLL & EM.

Says Heller of Anna: “It’s the most heartbreaking relationship in the 
story because this woman truly adores Lee and adores her most for her writing.
She sees Lee in the way Lee has always wanted to be seen, but meanwhile Lee 
is in the middle of conning her.There are all these missed opportunities 
between them and Dolly is just incredible at evoking that, with a very real 
subtlety. She and Melissa had a beautiful ease with each other; yet, you can 
also understand why each of their characters has such a hard time being in 
a relationship.They just can’t quite say or do anything right, but they’re 
trying and it’s almost happening and I found it wrenching but in a lovely 
kind of way.”

Well’s take on the role astonished McCarthy.“I feel now that no one but 
Dolly could be Anna.There’s such a delicate, loving, timid quality to her that 
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I think it compels everyone to root for Anna and Lee on some level. You want 
that love story to work.But Lee just will not get out of her own way, even 
though you can see that it might have been wonderful for both of them.They 
could have been so right for each other and it was so close.”

Wells sees Anna as someone who has always lived vicariously through books. 
“Anna inherited her father’s bookshop,” she explains.“She adored her father, 
so she runs it exactly as she believes he would want it to be.I don’t think 
she has the courage to step out and change any of it; she’s just very loyally 
continuing what he started.She’s very bright and very sweet, but I think very 
unconfident and she has never had any lasting relationships. Her whole life 
has been spent in the world of her books.”

That’s why Anna is so impressed by Israel when she walks right off the book 
jacket and into the store to sell her seemingly quaint and charming celebrity 
letters. “She admires Lee, she’s also attracted to her and I think Anna would 
love to just talk endlessly about Lee’s work and writing and literature, so 
she’s all the things Lee could ever want,” notes Wells. “But, because their 
relationship starts off based on a lie, any attention Lee gets from Anna just 
fills her with more secret self-loathing.”

They share not only a passion for the written word, but a belief that women 
writers have something significant to offer. “They have similar feelings on 
how literature is becoming all about these big, outspoken, well-paid men and 
it’s all about celebrity and money rather than talent and insight.There’s a 
real sweetness to that part of their connection,” Wells observes.
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On McCarthy’s take on Israel, Wells says, “It’s such a lovely performance 
that it makes you sympathetic to Lee, even though she can be so self-absorbed 
and awkward. The way Melissa brings her to life I felt I could understand her,” 
she says. “It’s also amazing to me because Melissa could not be more different 
from Lee–she’s so warm and effusive.”

Ultimately, Wells sees the duo as star-crossed; two people tragically kept 
from a potential vital connection. “Anna could have made Lee’s life so much 
more comforting.But even if they had met under other circumstances, I think 
Lee might have found some other reason to not allow herself to be loved. If 
Lee just liked herself just a tiny bit more, they might have had something 
beautiful.”

Rounding out the main cast are distinctive actors with expansive careers: 
original SNL cast-alum Jane Curtin (THE HEAT) as Israel’s elusive agent; 
playwright, actor and professor Anna Deavere Smith (BLACK-ISH) as Israel’s 
ex, and Stephen Spinelli “The Knick” as Paul and Ben Falcone (SPY) as Alan 
Schmidt – bookstore owners who are all duped by Israel.Says McCarthy: “Every 
person in this cast has been so spot on. It’s the thing that you always hope 
for when you start a film but you never really know until you get there and 
here, everyone seemed to just click.”
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A Literary New York: Designing the Film

Shot on location in New York City, CAN YOU EVER FORGIVE ME? is a view 
into a hidden side of the city.“The film is a window into a very specific New 
York, a dusty, musty, literary New York that the excesses of the 1980s never 
touched,” describes costume designer Arjun Bhasin.“It’s a world of libraries, 
bookshops, studio apartments and dive bars.”

Assisting Marielle Heller in making that world feel vibrant is a team that 
includes cinematographer Brandon Trost, production designer Stephen Carter 
and costume designer Bhasin.They collaborated to create a unifying palette and 
ambience for a New York of both high literature and gritty street life.

All of the filmmakers felt it was a must to shoot on the West Side of 
Manhattan where Lee Israel was long a fixture. “Lee was the embodiment of a 
certain kind of New Yorker, the Westside intellectual.She was so proud of 
being a New Yorker,” says Yarnell.

Adds Heller: “We visit a part of New York that has almost disappeared—
both the New York of the bookstore culture but also that gritty 90s New York, 
when AIDS was at its terrifying height and the gay community was under so much 
pressure.We also wanted to really explore the specific feeling of the Upper 
West Side and Greenwich Village in that era, and I feel proud of how we’ve 
done that.”
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The film’s lovingly true-to-life depiction of New York also meant a lot 
to McCarthy.“I used to live in New York, too, and I love that the city is a 
huge character in this movie and that it’s the New York I love most – the one 
with grit and soul to it,” she says.

A key location in the film is famed Julius’ Bar on West 10th Street in 
Greenwich Village.A tavern as early as 1864, Julius’ is one of the oldest 
bars in Manhattan—having survived Prohibition as a speakeasy—and it is also 
one of the city’s longest-lived gay bars (the location has attracted a 
largely gay crowd since the 1950s.). Lee Israel haunted it when she was alive 
and perhaps still.

“I think Lee liked going to a male gay bar so there would be no chance 
of her meeting someone,” muses McCarthy. “I was told she would often sit 
alone with headphones on; but people that knew her also said that when she 
was in the mood she would move to a table and suddenly, she’d hold court. I 
loved that,” says McCarthy. “I just loved that she actually was like, ‘and 
now I’ll speak.’”

Production designer Carter, known for his work on the Oscar®-winning 
SPOTLIGHT and as art director on the intricately designed BIRDMAN, welcomed 
the chance to take moviegoers into Julius’ Bar. “Julius’ happens to be a bar 
that I love to go to and drink with designer friends of mine,” he notes. “It’s 
such a great location and it was sort of a touchstone for me in thinking about 
the rest of Lee’s world.”
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Carter’s work also involved scouting out and working with a number of New 
York’s most venerable vintage bookstores, the few still clinging to life in 
the age of Amazon. Notes Heller: “We’re capturing a point in time just before 
bookstores started going away and we realized we had the chance to get some 
of these gorgeous old bookstores on film before they might be in danger of 
closing down.We definitely wanted to pay homage to these stores that used to 
be so much more frequent all over New York City and to use several of the real 
places where Lee sold her letters.”

Adds Carter: “It was a bit of a challenge trying to find not only the few 
vintage bookstores that are left but also find the ones that still feel like 
they would have felt in 1991. You have the East Village bookstore, on St. Marks 
Street, which had a little more of an underground punk rock vibe in those days 
and you have Argosy in Midtown, which is a higher-end store.Each one has its 
own personality.”

For Anna’s bookstore, the team meticulously recreated the interior of an 
existing bookstore. Dolly Wells says the set immersed her into her character’s 
world. “I loved that Anna’s store had that musty, fusty smell of old books 
and knowledge. It was so fun for me to be filming surrounded by so many great 
books I’d like to read. I started thinking it would be heavenly to actually 
work in a bookshop. I wish I’d done that when I was younger.” 

Literature also influenced the film’s color palette, says Carter. “I had 
an early idea that we might use the muted colors often used on old book jackets 
from the 40s and 50s. That was a reference point we started from and after lots 
of conversations with Mari and Arjun the look evolved from that.”
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To bring Israel’s declining studio apartment to life, Carter and his team 
scouted pre-war buildings and renovated an apartment full of character.Says 
set decorator Sarah MacMillan: “There was a lot of layering involved.A lot 
of Lee’s collected objects reflect styles of the 30s and 40s because of her 
interests in writers of that period. We focused on a classic American elegance 
for the stuff she would have bought during the time when she had money from 
her first big book success. But then layered over that is a time of having no 
money for upkeep.”

Bhasin, known for his cutting-edge work on MONSOON WEDDING and LIFE OF PI, 
contributed a lot to the characters.Says Carey: “Arjun brought that same feel 
of old books, leather, wood, scotch, pre-war apartments and stuff that’s been 
around a while into the costumes.”

To create Lee Israel, Bhasin homed in on the look of a woman in tough times 
holding on to the remnants of a more prosperous past. “Lee once had a life in 
which she was doing quite well.She had clothes that were special to her but 
they have since fallen into disrepair even though she keeps wearing them.In 
fact, both she and Jack are in a state of disrepair, although in different 
styles,” he muses.

There was little research for Bhasin to utilize. The few pictures of 
Israel were all posed photos for book jackets or magazine articles. “It felt 
to me like those pictures weren’t really what her life was,” he says. “We had 
to kind of start from scratch to imagine her wardrobe.We created a certain 
masculine, tailored quality to Lee’s clothes, clothes that were probably 
made for her when she was on a book tour ten years ago but by now, she has 
worn again and again and again.Her clothes are also very layered in a way so 
as to hide herself, to hide her personality.”

Jack contrasts completely with his flashy, seductive style.“Jack has a 
wilder side to him and is more experimental with his clothing.He has capes 
and colors and he’s kind of a peacock. He wants people to like him, to be 
attracted to him, and he works very hard at it, even if he doesn’t fully have 
the resources for it.There is a mix of sweetness, sadness and sense of humor 
I wanted to see in his look.”

Says Grant of Bhasin’s designs: “They absolutely matched my conception 
of the character. Even though it’s the 90s, Jack wears clothes from the early 
80s, very much influenced by the New Romantic look of Duran Duran and all 
those bands at that time. Actually, I think he’s probably stolen lots of his 
clothes.He’s very prone to that and some of his clothes seem to have cost more 
than the actual money that he doesn’t have.”

Adds McCarthy: “When I was in Lee’s clothes I could really feel her 
tenacity and her no-nonsense take on life. I loved how the team expertly aged 
them so that they felt like things she had been wearing for 20 years straight.”
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Throughout every part of the production—not only the costumes, sets, and 
photography, but every line spoken, every performance, every direction from 
Heller—Lee Israel was present, and Heller never for a moment stopped thinking 
about her.

Heller wishes Israel could have seen the final film, noting: “I think Lee 
would be very pleased to know a movie of her life was made and that this much 
attention was being paid to her work and especially to the success of her 
forgeries.Because deep inside I think she was really proud of what she did 
--not so much proud of being a criminal but of writing so beautifully that for 
a time, people believed in her.” 

“There are so many people in the world who just want to be recognized, to 
be seen for who they are and for their work to matter,” McCarthy says.“They 
want to know their time on this planet meant something and they meant something 
to someone.This story is a reminder that people we pass every day, maybe 
without really seeing or acknowledging, have all these amazing things going 
on in their lives.”
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CAST BIOS

MELISSA MCCARTHY (Lee Israel) received an Academy Award nomination for 
her role as Megan in the worldwide hit comedy BRIDESMAIDS, directed by Paul 
Feig and produced by Judd Apatow. She also received BAFTA, Critics’ Choice, 
and SAG Award nominations for this role and won the MTV Movie Award for Comedic 
Performance of the Year. McCarthy has received a star on the Hollywood Walk 
of Fame and has placed her hand and footprints in the cement in front of the 
TCL Chinese Theatre. She was recently awarded the coveted Comedic Genius Award 
from MTV.

McCarthy recently starred in LIFE OF THE PARTY which she co-wrote and 
produced with husband Ben Falcone, who served as the film’s director, through 
their On the Day Productions.She recently starred in THE BOSS which she also 
co-wrote with Ben Falcone. In 2015 McCarthy starred in the hit film SPY for 
director Paul Feig for which she received a People’s Choice Award for Favorite 
Comedic Movie Actress, as well as a Golden Globe Award nomination, and Critics’ 
Choice Award nomination. In 2014 McCarthy starred in ST. VINCENT opposite 
Bill Murray, for which she received a Critics’ Choice Award nomination, and 
in TAMMY which she co-wrote with her actor/writer husband Ben Falcone, who 
also served as the film’s director. She received a People’s Choice Award for 
this role. McCarthy’s previous film credits include The Heat opposite Sandra 
Bullock for Director Paul Feig, IDENTITY THIEF alongside Jason Bateman, THIS 
IS 40 for Director Judd Apatow, Todd Phillip’s THE HANGOVER PART III and in 
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GHOSTBUSTERS directed by Paul Feig alongside Kristen Wiig, Leslie Jones, and 
Kate McKinnon for which she received a People’s Choice Award.McCarthy will 
next start production on THE KITCHEN (Warner Bros./New Line) this Spring and 
SUPER-INTELLIGENCE (Warner Bros./New Line) alongside Falcone this Summer. 

McCarthy’s additional feature film work includes THE BACK-UP PLAN, LIFE 
AS WE KNOW IT, PRETTY UGLY PEOPLE, JUST ADD WATER, THE NINES, WHITE OLEANDER, 
PUMPKIN, and GO, directed by Doug Liman. Additionally, she starred in John 
August’s short film GOD, as a young woman having a gossipy phone conversation 
and short-lived spat with the Almighty, and also appeared in THE LIFE OF DAVID 
GALE, starring Kevin Spacey.

On television, McCarthy starred as the clumsy culinary genius Sookie 
St. James in “Gilmore Girls” and Dena in the series “Samantha Who?” McCarthy 
won an Emmy Award and People’s Choice Award for starring as Molly on the hit 
CBS comedy “Mike & Molly” and has directed several episodes. She has also 
received Emmy nominations for guest hosting “Saturday Night Live,” which she 
has hosted multiple times. McCarthy recently returned to Stars Hollow for the 
Netflix reintroduction of “Gilmore Girls”. Most recently, she appeared on the 
television series “Nobodies” (Paramount Network) she executive produces along 
with husband Ben Falcone which just began its second season.

A native of Illinois, McCarthy first made her mark on the comedy stage 
performing stand-up in New York at The Duplex, The Improv, and Stand-Up New 
York. At the same time, she studied the Meisner Technique under Michael Harney 
and then continued her dramatic training at The Actors Studio. McCarthy 
starred in a variety of stage productions throughout the city. In Los Angeles, 
she spent nine years as a main-stage member of the world-renowned improv and 
sketch comedy troupe The Groundlings.

McCarthy resides in Los Angeles.

RICHARD E. GRANT (Jack Hock) made his film debut in Bruce Robinson’s 
classic British comedy WITHNAIL AND I and the rest, as they say, is history. 
He is multi-talented; an actor, writer, director, raconteur, and not to 
mention - a successful entrepreneur after the launch of his award-winning 
perfume Jack in 2014. With a hint of marijuana tones, the media immediately 
labelled it “pot perfume” in reference to Grant’s role as drug taking Withnail 
in the iconic movie. His talent and versatility has enabled Grant to have a 
long, distinguished and varied career achieving recognition in both Hollywood 
blockbusters and smaller independent films with titles including L.A. Story, 
The Age Of Innocence, Bright Young Things, Gosford Park, Bram Stoker’s Dracula 
and Penelope. More recently he played Dr. Zander Rice in the Marvel’s critically 
acclaimed film, LOGAN and will soon be seen in Disney’s THE NUTCRACKER AND THE 
FOUR REALMS. 
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DOLLY WELLS (Anna) is a UK writer/performer who recently starred in the 
six-part comedy “Doll & Em,” which she co-created with Emily Mortimer for 
HBO, and Andrew Haigh’s new film, 45 YEARS opposite Charlotte Rampling. Wells 
can also be seen on screen in PRIDE AND PREJUDICE AND ZOMBIES and BOUNDARIES 
as well as the Starz series, “Blunt Talk,” created by Jonathan Ames.Wells 
previously starred in the U.K. series “Some Girls,” “Spy” (BSkyB) & “Noel 
Fielding’s Luxury Comedy” (E4) among many others. Wells recently relocated to 
New York from London and was recently seen in a guest star role on TV LAND’s 
“Younger.” She recently wrapped the independent feature HOME AGAIN opposite 
Reese Witherspoon

JANE CURTIN (Marjorie) first gained national attention when she made her 
TV debut in 1975 as one of the original members of the Not Ready for Prime Time 
Players on the hit late-night series “Saturday Night Live”. During her five-
year run on that show, she received critical acclaim and two Emmy nominations 
for her creation of many memorable characters.

She starred with Susan Saint James for five years on the popular 
television series “Kate and Allie”, twice earning the Emmy Award as Best 
Lead Actress in a Comedy Series for her portrayal of affable divorcee Allie 
Lowell. Curtin went on to a successful six-year run as Dr. Mary Albright on 
the NBC hit “3rd Rock From the Sun”.

Curtin’s other television credits include the critically acclaimed 
miniseries “Common Ground”, as well as the television movies “Divorce Wars”, 
with Tom Selleck, and “Maybe Baby”, with Dabney Coleman, and the “Librarian” 
series on TNT.

Her feature film credits include ANTZ, CONEHEADS, HOW TO BEAT THE HIGH 
COST OF LIVING, SUSPICION 8, MR. MIKE’S MONDO VIDEO, O.C. & STIGGS, THE SHAGGY 
DOG, I LOVE YOU MAN, and I DON’T KNOW HOW SHE DOES IT.

Born and raised in Cambridge, Massachusetts, Curtin studied drama at 
Northeastern University. She was a member of the improvisational theater group 
The Proposition for four years before going on a national tour with a number 
of plays, including the comedy Last of the Red Hot Lovers. She appeared on 
Broadway with Joanne Woodward as Prossie in George Bernard Shaw’s Candida, 
and reprised the role on television. Her other stage credits credits include 
the off-Broadway musical revue Pretzels, which she co-wrote, and several 
appearances in A.R. Gurney’s Love Letters. Jane also appeared in the Westport 
Country Playhouse production of Our Town, which also played on Broadway to a 
sold-out run in late 2002 with Jane reprising her role. 
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Recently, Jane has appeared in the comedy smash THE HEAT with Sandra Bullock 
and Melissa McCarthy, and is can be seen starring on the CBS series “Unforgettable”. 
You can last see Jane in a guest star role on the TNT series “The Librarians.” 
Curtin recently appeared in Mila Kunis’ “The Spy Who Dumped Me.”

BEN FALCONE (Alan Schmidt) made his directorial debut in 2014 with Warner 
Bros.’ feature film TAMMY, which he wrote and starred in alongside real-life 
wife Melissa McCarthy. Falcone co-wrote and directed upcoming feature film 
LIFE OF THE PARTY (New Line) alongside McCarthy and they are set to begin 
production on SUPER-INTELLIGENCE (Warner Bros./New Line) this summer through 
their On the Day Productions. THE BOSS is Falcone’s directorial effort which 
he wrote and produced with McCarthy. Falcone was also seen in Fox Searchlight 
Pictures’ feature film ENOUGH SAID alongside James Gandolfini and Julia Louis-
Dreyfus for Director Nicole Holofcener, and in Jason Bateman’s directorial 
debut BAD WORDS. Falcone also guest starred on FOX’s comedy hit “New Girl” and 
most recently, the television series “Nobodies” (Paramount Network) which he 
executive produces along with McCarthy.

Falcone’s additional feature film credits include THE HEAT, IDENTITY 
THIEF, SPY and WHAT TO EXPECT WHEN YOU’RE EXPECTING.

Falcone’s comedy chops were revealed to the world in 2011 with the 
wildly successful film BRIDESMAIDS. A working actor and Groundlings alum, his 
hilarious portrayal of “Air Marshall Jon,” brought him from comedy community 
favorite to recognizable heavy-hitter.  

Falcone resides in Los Angeles. 

ANNA DEAVERE SMITH (Elaine) is an actress, playwright, teacher, and author. 
Her most recent play and film, Notes from the Field, look at the vulnerability 
of youth, inequality, the criminal justice system, and contemporary activism. 
The New York Times named the stage version of Notes from the Field among The 
Best Theater of 2016 and Time magazine named it one of the Top 10 Plays of the 
year. HBO premiered the film version in February 2018.

Looking at current events from multiple points of view, Smith’s theater 
combines the journalistic technique of interviewing her subjects with the art 
of interpreting their words through performance. Plays include Fires In the 
Mirror, Twilight: Los Angeles, House Arrest, and Let Me Down Easy. Twilight: 
Los Angeles was nominated for two Tony Awards. Fires in the Mirror  was runner-
up for the Pulitzer Prize.

Smith co-stars on the new ABC / Shonda Rhimes series, “For the People.” 
She also appears on the hit ABC series “Black-ish.” She previously starred 
as Gloria Akalitus on Showtime’s “Nurse Jackie,” and the National Security 
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Advisor on NBC’s “The West Wing.” Films include THE AMERICAN PRESIDENT, RACHEL 
GETTING MARRIED, PHILADELPHIA, DAVE, RENT, and THE HUMAN STAIN.

In 2012, President Obama awarded Smith the National Endowment for the 
Humanities Medal. She was the recipient of the prestigious 2013 Dorothy and 
Lillian Gish Prize for achievement in the arts. In 2015, she was named the 
Jefferson Lecturer, the nation’s highest honor in the humanities. She was the 
2017 recipient of the Ridenhour Courage Prize. She was the 2017 recipient of 
the George Polk Career Award in Journalism.    

Smith has several honorary degrees and medals of recognition, among 
them from Juilliard, Dartmouth, The University of Pennsylvania, and John Jay 
College of Criminal Justice. 

Smith is the founding director of the Institute on the Arts and Civic 
Dialogue at New York University, where she is also University Professor at 
Tisch School of the Arts.

She serves on the boards of the Museum of Modern Art, The Aspen Institute, 
The Yale School of Drama, The American Museum of Natural History, and the 
Playwrights Realm. 

STEPHEN SPINELLA (Paul) won two Tony and Drama Desk Awards for the 
original Broadway productions of Tony Kushner’s epic Angels in America plays, 
which marked his Broadway debut.

Spinella has since starred on Broadway in the Tony Award-winning musical 
Spring Awakening; revivals of A View from the Bridge, Electra, and Our Town 
(with Paul Newman); and James Joyce’s The Dead, for which he won a third 
Drama Desk Award, as well as an Outer Critics Circle Award, and was again a 
Tony nominee. His most recent Broadway credit is The Velocity of Autumn, co-
starring Estelle Parsons.

Off-Broadway Mr. Spinella won an Obie in Love! Valour! Compassion! He also 
appeared in An Iliad (Lucile Lortell and Obie awards); alongside Meryl Streep 
in The Seagull directed by Mike Nichols; and in Tony Kushner’s The Intelligent 
Homosexual’s Guide to Capitalism and Socialism with a Key to the Scriptures. 
Most recently he was in the critically acclaimed production of Coriolanus.

Among his feature film credits: Alfonso Cuaron’s GREAT EXPECTATIONS; 
Tim Robbins’ CRADLE WILL ROCK; Gus Van Zant’s award winning MILK; Quentin 
Dupieux’s cult hit RUBBER, and Steven Spielberg’s LINCOLN. 

Spinella has guest-starred on “Will and Grace,” “Frasier,” “Heroes,” 
“Grey’s Anatomy,” “Nip/Tuck,” and “Alias.” He’s had recurring roles on “The 
Education of Max Bickford,” “24,” “Desperate Housewives,” “Royal Pains” and 
Steven Soderbergh’s “The Knick.”
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FILMMAKER BIOS

MARIELLE HELLER (Directed by) has built a career both in front of and 
behind the camera. A California native, she initially began guest starring on 
sit-coms “Spin City” and “Single Dads.” Later, she transitioned to the big 
screen in the action comedy MACGRUBER, opposite Kristen Wiig and Will Forte, 
and in the crime drama A WALK AMONG THE TOMBSTONES, opposite Liam Neeson.

Her directing career began in 2012, when she was awarded both the Sundance 
Screenwriting and Directing Fellowships, the Maryland Film Festival Fellowship, 
and the Lynn Auerbach Screenwriting Fellowship. For her debut feature, Mari 
adapted and directed Phoebe Gloeckner’s novel, THE DIARY OF A TEENAGE GIRL, 
starring Bel Powley, Kristen Wiig, and Alexander Skarsgård.  The film received 
critical acclaim at Sundance and was nominated for the Grand Jury Prize. It 
also won the Grand Prix of the Generation 14plus at the Berlin International 
Film Festival.

She is currently in pre-production on her next feature, YOU ARE MY FRIEND, 
which will star Tom Hanks as Mr. Rogers.

In television, Marielle has directed episodes of acclaimed shows such as 
“Transparent” (Amazon) and “Casual” (Hulu).
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NICOLE HOLOFCENER (Screenplay by) has written and directed six feature 
films including ENOUGH SAID and FRIENDS WITH MONEY. Her newest movie, THE 
LAND OF STEADY HABITS, will debut on Netflix Sept 14th. She has directed 
numerous television shows including “Togetherness,” “Orange is The New Black,” 
“Enlightened,” and most recently the HBO pilot based on Tom Perotta’s novel, 
“Mrs. Fletcher.” She is writing a new feature film as well as looking forward 
to directing an episode of “High Maintenance.” 

JEFF WHITTY (Screenplay By) is a best known for his book for the Tony 
Award winning musical Avenue Q, which has continued to entertain audiences 
across the globe with touring and national productions. Whitty recently penned 
the original book for Head Over Heels; other credits include Bring It On: The 
Musical, Tales of the City: A New Musical (American Conservatory Theater); 
The Further Adventures of Hedda Gabler (South Coast Repertory, OSF, 2008); 
The Hiding Place; The Plank Project; Suicide Weather.  Whitty’s screen acting 
credits include GARMENTO, LISA PICARD IS FAMOUS and SHORT BUS.

ANN CAREY, p.g.a. (Produced by) is President of Production at Archer 
Gray, a media finance, production, and venture investment company based in 
New York. In her career as an independent producer, Carey has collaborated 
with many prominent and award-winning filmmakers, including Ang Lee, Mike 
Mills, Bill Condon, Nicole Holofcener, Tamara Jenkins, Anton Corbijn, Liz 
Garbus, and Marielle Heller. Carey’s films have been distributed through A24, 
Fox Searchlight, Universal, Sony Picture Classics, Warner Independent, Focus 
Features, Miramax and HBO. Her films have played and premiered at all major 
domestic and international film festivals. 

Prior to Archer Gray, Carey was Head of Development and a producer at 
the seminal independent film company, Good Machine. She went on to co-found 
another independent production company, This is That, with fellow producers 
Ted Hope and Anthony Bregman. Since joining Archer Gray, Carey has produced 
several notable films including 20TH CENTURY WOMEN by Mike Mills, MR. HOLMES 
by Bill Condon, and THE DIARY OF A TEENAGE GIRL by Marielle Heller. In addition 
to producing, Carey is a frequent mentor to the Sundance Institute and has 
been an adjunct professor at Columbia University’s Graduate Film School and 
an advisor/consultant to the Canadian Film Center.

AMY NAUIOKAS (Produced by) is Founder and CEO of Archer Gray, a media 
production, finance and investment company driven by passion for innovation, 
integrity and results. Across everything, Archer Gray is committed to amplifying 
diverse voices and promoting equality. It’s core businesses include: film and 
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television development and production, social impact documentary financing 
and venture capital financing of media-technology companies. Amy’s production 
projects include the 2018 SXSW Audience Award winning documentary TRANSMILITARY, 
the 2017 Oscar and Golden Globe-nominated 20TH CENTURY WOMEN, written and 
directed by Mike Mills, the 2015 Independent Spirit Awards-winning THE DIARY 
OF A TEENAGE GIRL and First Lady Michelle Obama’s “favorite film of 2013”, THE 
INEVITABLE DEFEAT OF MISTER AND PETE. 

Amy was previously CEO and Managing Director of Barclays Stockbrokers, 
Head of Global e-commerce for Barclays Capital and Senior Managing Director 
and Partner at Cantor Fitzgerald. 

In 2015, 2016 and 2017 she was listed among the industry’s most powerful 
dealmakers in Institutional Investor’s Technology issue. Other awards include 
Variety’s Women of Impact 2016, The Memo’s 16 Pioneering Women Shaking Up 
Digital Finance and Forbes’ 40 Under Forty: Ones to Watch. She is currently a 
board member of Inked Brands, Flo Technologies, Matic and Anthemis Group. She 
received her Master’s in International Business from Columbia University and 
received her BA in International Studies from Dickinson College. 

DAVID YARNELL (Produced By) credits include “Billy Wilder” for American 
Masters – Documentary (PBS); “AFI 100 YEARS” for TNT, “Deep In My Heart” for 
CBS with an Emmy Award winning performance by Anne Bancroft and “Bug City”, an 
educational show for children hosted by Christina Ricci. Yarnell’s Television 
Series and Specials include “Joe Bob Briggs” for TNT, “Television’s Greatest 
Performances Part I & II” for ABC, “Roseanne: Live at Trump Castle” HBO Comedy 
Special, “That’s Incredible,” “Unclaimed Fortunes” “Ripley’s Believe It or 
Not!” and “Popular Neurotics” starring Jeff Goldblum. 

BRANDON TROST (Director of Photography) is a fourth-generation filmmaker 
raised on movie sets who started his career as a very young assistant to his 
father, Ron Trost, a special-effects craftsman. After years of learning the 
intricacies of filmmaking and developing an appreciation for the look of film 
and the art of cinematography, he enrolled in the Los Angeles Film School 
where he developed a personal style and aesthetic under the tutelage of such 
Academy Award-winning and -nominated cinematographers as William Fraker, Ralf 
Bode and John Alonzo. Trost quickly gained extensive experience shooting in 
all formats. Today, with more than 30 feature films, dozens of music videos and 
over a hundred short films to his credit, he continues to push the boundaries 
of filmmaking.

Recent films shot during his still young and varied career include his 
collaborations with James Franco’s THE DISASTER ARTIST, Neveldine/Taylor’s 
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CRANK: HIGH VOLTAGE and GHOST RIDER: SPIRIT OF VENGEANCE, Rob Zombie’s HALLOWEEN 
II and THE LORDS OF SALEM, SNL feature film MACGRUBER, Adam Sandler’s THAT’S 
MY BOY, Seth Rogen & Evan Goldberg’s THIS IS THE END and THE INTERVIEW, 
Jonathan Levine’s THE NIGHT BEFORE, Nicholas Stoller’s NEIGHBORS and NEIGHBORS 
2: SORORITY RISING, The Lonely Island’s POPSTAR: NEVER STOP NEVER STOPPING and 
Marielle Heller’s THE DIARY OF A TEENAGE GIRL (Sundance U.S. Dramatic Special 
Jury Award for Excellence in Cinematography).

STEPHEN CARTER (Production Designer) designed the Academy Award winning 
SPOTLIGHT directed by Tom McCarthy which he artfully replicates the Boston 
Globe and period Boston and designed the period film KILL YOUR DARLINGS 
directed by John Krokidas starring Daniel Radcliffe which was period 1940s in 
New York City. 

Carter also collaborated with David Gordon Green on the film STRONGER 
starring Jake Gyllenhaal as Jeff Bauman, who became a symbol of hope after the 
Boston Marathon bombing in 2013. 

Stephen designed the acclaimed series “Succession” currently on HBO following 
a dysfunctional American global media family run by Brian Cox’s character.  

His art directing credits are also quite interesting as he was the art 
director for BIRDMAN OR (THE UNEXPECTED VIRTUE OF IGNORANCE) directed by 
Alejandro G. Inarritu and for THE ADJUSTMENT BUREAU directed by George Nolfi. 

ANNE MCCABE, ACE (Film Editor) started in the cutting rooms of Woody 
Allen, Brian de Palma and Sidney Lumet. She has collaborated with Director 
Greg Mottola on several projects including THE DAYTRIPPERS, ADVENTURELAND and 
the award winning pilot for HBO’s “Newsroom.” She also worked closely with 
Kenneth Lonergan on the Academy Award-nominated film YOU CAN COUNT ON ME, 
and MARGARET. Her television credits include “Nurse Jackie,” “Damages” and 
“Younger.”

Navigating both drama and comedy, she cut Chris Rock’s acclaimed movie TOP 
FIVE. Currently, she is working on Adam McKay and Jesse Armstrong’s new HBO 
show “Succession” which starts airing in June.

Creating and designing unique worlds, characters and adventures through 
costume, ARJUN BHASIN’s (Costume Designer) recent film and television work 
includes:After the Wedding, Blue Night, The Happytime Murders, HBO’s “Divorce” 
(Season 1 & 2), 3 Generations, Love is Strange, Begin Again, Life of Pi, The 
Reluctant Fundamentalist, 5 Flights Up and Dil Dhaddakne Do. Arjun resides in 
New York City.
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Bhasin was born in India and studied film at New York University’s Tisch 
School of Arts. Today, Arjun shuttles effortlessly between Hollywood and 
Bollywood; crisscrossing sensibilities and ideologies. With his film work, 
Arjun has dressed Amitabh Bachchan and Sarah Jessica Parker, Alfred Molina 
and Keira Knightley, Diane Keaton and Priyanka Chopra. Among his film credits 
are collaborations with director Ang Lee on LIFE OF PI, Mira Nair on MONSOON 
WEDDING, THE NAMESAKE and THE RELUCTANT FUNDAMENTALIST, John Carney on BEGIN 
AGAIN, Ira Sachs on LOVE IS STRANGE, Richard Loncraine 5 FLIGHTS UP, Gabby 
Dellal on 3 GENERATIONS, and currently with Marielle Heller on YOU ARE MY 
FRIEND starring Tom Hanks. 

HOWARD PAAR (Music Supervisor) is an award-winning music supervisor who 
was born and raised in London before continuing his career in Los Angeles. He 
has won Guild of Music Supervisors Awards in 2016, 2017 & 2018 respectively 
for DIARY OF A TEENAGE GIRL, 20TH CENTURY WOMEN and BEFORE I FALL. He is a 
proud member of the Academy of Motion Picture Arts & Sciences Class of 2017.

Paar first worked in LA as a club creator/DJ/promoter with such legendary 
artists as The Specials, The Clash, The English Beat, The Go-Go’s, The 
Psychedelic Furs, The Cure, The Bangles, Echo & The Bunnymen, and Lydia Lunch.
Known for developing emergent new music scenes particularly Ska, Modand the 
Paisley Underground, his club, The ON Klub, in collaboration with Sugarhill 
Records, was also the first locale to play a rap show in Los Angeles. He 
subsequently became an independent publicist representing clients including 
MTV, Ian Hunter & Mick Ronson, N.W.A., Jimmy Cliff, Eric Burdon, Jimmy Jam & 
Terry Lewis, and Michelle Shocked while also booking a TV show that featured 
emerging figures like Russell Simmons and  Run-DMC.

He went on to become Vice President, Media & Artist Relations at Polygram 
Records working with a diverse range of artists including INXS, Def Leppard, 
Chuck D, Bon Jovi, Kiss, Vanessa Williams, Joan Osborne, James, and X before 
transitioning to the role of Vice President, Soundtracks at the same company. 
In this role, Paar worked on many soundtracks including The Coen Brothers’ THE 
BIG LEBOWSKI and Gregg Araki’s NOWHERE as well as placing numerous songs in 
films and creating opportunities for Polygram artists to write themes for TV 
shows including “King Of The Hill” and “Ellen.”

Paar next joined Richard Branson’s V2 Records as Head of Film & TV where 
he worked closely with artists such as Moby until 1999 when he became an 
independent music supervisor. He continued to work with Moby whose phenomenally 
successful album Play, became the first in history to have media placement for 
all tracks. In 2001, Paar was nominated for a Grammy for the soundtrack for 
the award-winning documentary Dogtown & Z Boys. 
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Paar continues to music supervise a wide range of critically acclaimed 
independent films INCLUDING PRIVATE LIFE, BEFORE I FALL, 20TH CENTURY WOMEN, 
DIARY OF A TEENAGE GIRL, MONSTER, BULLY, and MYSTERIOUS SKIN as well as 
groundbreaking TV shows like “The L Word.” His work with a diverse range 
of filmmakers including Patty Jenkins, Mari Heller, Mike Mills, Larry Clark 
and Quentin Tarantino, have helped to earn Paar a reputation for independent 
vision and authenticity to character, time, and place.

A member of the Board for The Guild of Music Supervisors, Paar values 
opportunities to elevate music and visual media.

The path to becoming a composer for film scores is not standard by any 
means, and NATE HELLER (Music by) took an interesting journey. While studying 
music production techniques and interning at University of California, San 
Diego in his 20s, he started touring the country nationally with his band 
Wendy Darling, and soon the group landed a record deal. From there, the band’s 
music was used in both film and television, and Heller seized the opportunity 
to carve out a new musical career.His work can be heard in the critically 
acclaimed, Sundance and Berlin winning THE DIARY OF A TEENAGE GIRL, his first 
credited film score.
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Credits

Unit Production Managers

PAMELA HIRSCH

CHARLIE DIBE

First Assistant Director

KAREN KANE

Second Assistant Director

CHELSEA RYAN

Cast

Lee Israel MELISSA MCCARTHY
Jack Hock RICHARD E. GRANT

Anna DOLLY WELLS
Alan Schmidt BEN FALCONE

Andrei GREGORY KOROSTISHEVSKY
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Marjorie JANE CURTIN
Paul STEPHEN SPINELLA
Kurt CHRISTIAN NAVARRO

Agent Doyle PUN BANDHU 
Agent Solanas ERIK LARAY HARVEY 

Glen BRANDON SCOTT JONES 
Nell SHAE D’LYN

Rachel ROSAL COLÓN
Elaine ANNA DEAVERE SMITH
Lloyd MARC EVAN JACKSON

Guest at Party MARCELLA LOWERY
Tom Clancy Groupie ROBERTA WALLACH

Karen TINA BENKO
Yale Librarian SANDY ROSENBERG

Tom Clancy KEVIN CAROLAN
Coat Check Guy BEN RAUCH

Mrs. Unger ETHEL FISHER
Exterminator CHRIS LAMBERTH

Arlene JOANNA P. ADLER
Judge MARY MCCANN

Fenwick MICHAEL LAURENCE
Harry MICHAEL CYRIL CREIGHTON
Server ALICE KREMELBERG

Stationery Clerk MOISES ACEVEDO
Gossipy Office Worker LUCY DEVITO

Boss in Office JOSH EVANS
Security Guard RICKY GARCIA
Cubicle Worker CHARLOTTE MARY WEN

Another Cubicle Worker MARCUS CHOI
Lounge Singer JUSTIN VIVIAN BOND

Craig TIM CUMMINGS
Toni HAVILAH BREWSTER

Jersey TOWNE THE CAT

Associate Producers CHUCK RYANT 
JOHN O’GRADY 
T.K. KNOWLES 
SHANI GEVA

Art Director MARCI MUDD

Assistant Art Director DEBORAH WHEATLEY
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Art Department Coordinator TRUMAN CLARK MCCASLAND

Set Decorator SARAH E. MCMILLAN

Assistant Decorator HENRIETTE LOPEZ

Set Decorator Buyers MATT DUNCAN 
GRAHAM WICHMAN

Set Decoration Assistant CLAIRE AUSTIN-KULAT

Leadman JACK MORTELLARO

On-Set Dresser NEIL JAMES

Set Dressers PATRICIA DIAZ 
PETER SCHECK 
JAMES POWER

Graphic Designer ANDREA BURRELL

Art Department Assistant GEORGE DUPONT

Charge Scenic ALEX GORODETSKY

Scenic Foreman JAMES DONAHUE

Camera Scenic HOPE ARDIZZONE

Scenic Industrial STAVROS K. STAMAT

Greensperson WILL SCHENK

A Camera Operator /Steadicam 
Operator

JOHN “BUZZ” MOYER

A Camera - First Assistant Camera TIMOTHY METIVIER

A Camera - Second Assistant Camera / 
B Camera - First Assistant Camera

GRAHAM BURT

B Camera Operator/Splinter Unit 
Director of Photography

TODD ANTONIO SOMODEVILLA

DIT MATTHEW SELKIRK

B Camera - Second Assistant Camera 
/Loader 

BRIAN LYNCH

Script Supervisor REBECCA BRECKEL

Still Photographer MARY CYBULSKI

Sound Mixer JOSEPH WHITE, JR.

Boom Operator T.R. BOYCE, JR.

Utility Sound TOUSSAINT RJ KOTRIGHT

Property Master JILL ALEXANDER

Assistant Property Master LISA K. GREEN

Property Assistant JASON TURNER
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First Assistant Editor ADAM DICTEROW

Post Production Supervisor KELLEY CRIBBEN

Post Production Assistants JAMES MORRISON 
JACK MCCABE

Supervising Sound Editor DAMIAN VOLPE

Dialogue Editor TONY MARTINEZ

Foley Editor RACHEL CHANCEY

Assistant Sound Editor FILIPE MESSEDER

Sound Effects Editors ROBERT HEIN 
GLENFIELD PAYNE

Re-Recording Mixers ROBERTO FERNANDEZ 
DAMIAN VOLPE

Sound Utility Technicians MARK AMICUCCI 
GRANT ELDER

Foley Artist JACK PECK

Foley Recordist MATT SNEDECOR

Foley Recording Facility STEPPING STONE FOLEY

ADR Mixer BOBBY JOHANSON

ADR Recordist MICHAEL RIVERA

ADR Manager TRICIA SCHULTZ

Post Production Sound Services 
Provided by

HARBOR PICTURE COMPANY

Chief Engineer AVI LANIADO

Sound Coordinator KELSEA WIGMORE

Sound Producer GABRIELA CELI

General Manager DARRELL R. SMITH

Music Editor TED CAPLAN

Additional Music Editors JOHN M. DAVIS 
BEN HOLIDAY

Music Coordinator ADAM BENNATI

Chief Lighting Technician RICHARD P. ULIVELLA

Assistant Chief Lighting Technician MICHAEL FRADIANNI

Generator Operator MICHAEL CAGLIONE

Lamp Operators KAT CAMERON 
MATTHEW FALCONI 
TAMAS JANTA
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Shop Electrician BOB GAMBARDELLA

Rigging Gaffer THOMAS HAMILTON

Rigging Best Boy Electrician ROBERT DEREK MURPHY

Rigging Lamp Operator JEREMY HAMILTON

Rigging Electrician HAZEL SMITH

Key Grip DAVE STERN

Best Boy Grip MICHAEL MERVILDE, JR.

Dolly Grips MIKE MORINI 
DAVID PALESTINE

Company Grips LEO A. SCHOTT, III 
JOHN EDISON BLAGG

Key Rigging Grip ALAN BLAGG

Best Boy Rigging Grip CHRISTOPHER L. HENSEL

Rigging Grips ROBAIRE 
ANDREW FISHMAN

Costume Supervisor TRACEY BOONE

Assistant Costume Designer JAMES HAMMER

Costume Coordinator CHRISTA LEWANDOWSKI

Ms. McCarthy’s Costumer KAYLA VIANI

Key Costumer JESSICA HUNT

Background Costumers MARIAH FIDALGO 
SASHA RICHTER 
JASON FREY

Tailor LAWRENCE BELL

Costume Assistants JEN GRUBBS 
LEMUEL HERARTE

Make-up Department Head/ 
Ms. McCarthy’s Make-up

KALAADEVI

Key Make-up Artist DAHLIA WARNER

Additional Make-up Artists ROBIN WATSON HAMILTON 
INGRID OKOLA 
ALEXANDRA BROCK
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Hair Department Head/  
Ms. McCarthy Hairstylist

SARAH STAMP

Co-Department Head Hair KATIE BEATTY

Hairstylists BARBARA L. SANSONE 
ERIKA ABBERTON

Wig Designer for Ms. McCarthy LINDA FLOWERS

Wig Maker for Ms. McCarthy VICTORIA WOOD

Location Manager SASCHA SPRINGER

Assistant Location Managers PATRICK O’HALA 
NICK PRAY

Location Coordinator LORIEL LETIZIA

Location Assistants ALYSSA ALIMARAS 
JIMMY GRIBBIN

Location Scout ROYAL YATES

Parking Coordinator SHANE FOSTER

Casting Associate S.J. ALLOCCO

Extras Casting WALDRON CASTING

Background Casting DAVID WALDRON 
STEPHANIE DECOURCEY 
TONY BEHRINGER

Production Coordinator CINDER CHOU

Assistant Production Coordinator JOSH NADELMAN

Production Secretary HANNAH L. SMITH

Office Production Assistants T.J. MARIES 
WILLIAM LIMPERT

Special Effects Coordinator MIKE MYERS

Special Effects Foremen LILLIS MEEH 
MARK VICIDOMINI

Special Effects BENJY HARRIS

Construction Coordinator MICHAEL HERLIHY

Carpenter Foreman PAUL FLETCHER

Key Carpenter MALCOLM REID

Stand-by Carpenter SCOTT TIERNEY

Carpenters JAMES TLOWKOWSKI 
KEVIN HERLIHY 
TIM M. SMITH

Construction Grip Foreman MICHAEL CAPPA
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Key Construction Grip DOMINICK COCUZZO

Construction Grip IRAPAUL TURNER

Construction Assistant ALEXANDRA KOPEC

Assistant to Ms. Heller HAVILAH BREWSTER

Assistant to Ms. Carey REBECCA CHOI

Assistant to Ms. Nauiokas HANNAH BREWER

Assistant to Mr. Yarnell CATHERINE PAPOUTSIS

Assistant to Ms. Hirsch &  
Ms. Carey

SAVANNAH M. RICE

Assistant to Mr. Balaban BRADLEY CHERNA

Assistant to Ms. McCarthy ASHLEY ALBRECHT

Assistant to Mr. Falcone DIVYA D’SOUZA

Production Accountant SHELLIE GILLESPIE

First Assistant Accountant ADAM TAYLOR

Payroll Accountant JAMIE COFFEY

Accounting Clerks DEBRA FLOREZ 
LUPE SALINAS

Post Production Accounting TREVANNA POST, INC. 
DIANA ASCHER

Unit Publicist BROOKE ENSIGN

Clearance Coordinators STEPHANIE GOLDMANN 
WENDY COHEN

Second Second  
Assistant Director

RYAN ROBERT HOWARD

Additional Second  
Assistant Director

ANTHONY PENNACHIO

2nd Unit Second Assistant Director JOSH MUZAFFER
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Production Assistants KAILYN DABKOWSKI 
VINCENT MARTINI 
TY TAYLOR 
NICOLE KAY PAYSON 
AARON ALDRIDGE 
MARISA TAYLOR 
MIKE MUSHKIN 
JESSICA HENDRICKS 
ZACKRY JUE 
ADAM HAGOPIAN-ZIRKEL 
ROBERTO ANGEL 
JOSHUA CHEROF 
CAMERON DAVISON 
DEVON BRYANT

Animal Wrangler KIM SAFATSKY

Catering by GOURMET TO U

Head Chef GREGORY M. CUOZZO

Chefs KIMBERLY CUOZZO 
JOSE E. FORTUNA 
TATIANA OROZCO 
JORGE RODRIGUEZ

Key Craft Service JAVIER ROJAS 
MARQUISE STEWART 

Craft Service Assistant JOHN PAUL CAYETANO

Set Medic JON FRANKLIN

Transportation Captain SEAN HEILIG

Transportation Co-Captain FRANK BEGGINS

Visual Effects by PHOSPHENE

Visual Effects Supervisor JOHN BAIR

Visual Effects Executive Producer VIVIAN CONNOLLY

Visual Effects Producers RENUKA BALLAL 
MATT GRIFFIN

Visual Effects Coordinator SHANNEN WALSH

CG Supervisor VANCE MILLER
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Digital Artists PEDRO ATIÉNZAR 
JOSH CHILD 
AMY CHRISTENSEN 
KELSEY DROWN 
GREG RADCLIFFE 
TONYA SMAY 
SCOTT WINSTON

Production Services by BOB INDUSTRIES, LLC

ADR Voice Casting DANN FINK & BRUCE WINANT

Additional Voices DANN FINK 
ZABRYNA GUEVERA 
BONITA HAMILTON 
DAN MCCABE 
SEAN OLIVER 
LORI PRINCE 
ARMANDO RIESCO 
SANDY RUSTIN

Main & End Titles by CHIPS 
TEDDY BLANKS

Preview Engineer LEE TUCKER

Dailies Producer ROB LOUGHLIN

Dailies Colorist TJ SEILER

Digital Intermediate by LIGHT IRON

DI Colorist STEVEN BODNER, JR.

DI Color Assist ALEX DURIE

DI Producer THOMAS CENTRONE

DI Executive Producer MEGAN MARQUIS

DI Editor MATTHEW BREITENBACH

DI Editor Assist KEVIN SZCZEPANSKI

DI Assists KEVIN KAIM 
MATTHEW MARQUEZ
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DI Management JOSH HAYNIE 
MICHAEL CIONI 
PETER CIONI

DI Engineering CARLOS CANO 
JAMES REYES

DI Administration DANA BLUMBERG 
RACHEL BLACK 
CHRISTOPHER RIVERA

Score Orchestrated by NATE HELLER

Score Recorded by QUINN McCARTHY 
NATE HELLER 
ANTON PATZNER 
CHARLES BURST

Score Musicians BRAD WENTWORTH 
AI ISSHIKI 
AARON ESPOSITO 
ROB JOST 
JEFF KERESTES 
NATE HELLER 
LEWIS PATZNER 
TYLER BLANTON

Score Mixed by BRAD HAEHNEL

Score Recorded at THE CREAMERY STUDIO 
THE SEASIDE LOUNGE RECORDING STUDIOS

Score Mixed at NOISE ALCHEMY STUDIO

Piano Bar Pre-Records by ANTOINE DRYE 
DANTON BOLLER 
DAVID BERGER 
MATT RAY 
JUSTIN VIVIAN BOND
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Songs

“I THOUGHT OF YOU LAST NIGHT” 
Written by Ralph Freed 

Performed by Jeri Southern 
Courtesy of Geffen Records 

Under license from  
Universal Music Enterprises

“SAME OLD SCENE” 
Written by Bryan Ferry  
Performed by Roxy Music 

Courtesy of Virgin Records Ltd. 
Under license from  

Universal Music Enterprises

“SLEEPLESS NIGHTS” 
Written and Performed by Rich Herring 

Courtesy of Fervor Records

“MANHATTAN” 
Written by Richard Rodgers  

& Lorenz Hart 
Performed by Blossom Dearie 

Courtesy of The Verve Music Group 
Under license from  

Universal Music Enterprises

“TOP HAT, WHITE TIE AND TAILS” 
Written by Irving Berlin 
Performed by Fred Astaire 

Courtesy of the Verve Music Group 
Under license from  

Universal Music Group

“BAD LUCK” 
Written by Dinah Washington  

& Juanita Hill 
Performed by Dinah Washington,  
Eddie Chamblee & His Orchestra 

Courtesy of The Verve Music Group 
Under license from  

Universal Music Enterprises

“STREET OF DREAMS” 
Words by Sam M. Lewis 
Music by Victor Young 
Performed by Peggy Lee 

Courtesy of Geffen Records 
Under license from  

Universal Music Enterprises

“DETOUR” 
Written by Paul Westmoreland 

Performed by Patti Page 
Courtesy of Mercury Nashville Records  

Under license from  
Universal Music Enterprises

“BABY WON’T YOU SAY YOU LOVE ME” 
Written by Mack Gordon & Josef Myrow 

Performed by Justin Vivian Bond

“GOODNIGHT LADIES” 
Written by Lou Reed 

Performed by Justin Vivian Bond

“MADEIRA” 
Written and Performed by  

Alexander McCabe

“STEEPLE” 
Written and Performed  
by Alexander McCabe
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“THERE GOES MY GUN” 
Written by Charles Thompson 

Performed by Pixies 
Courtesy of 4AD Limited 

“CAN’T RUN BUT” 
Written and Performed by Paul Simon 

Courtesy of Legacy Recordings 
By arrangement with  

Sony Music Enterprises

“TRAV’LIN’ LIGHT” 
Written by Jimmy Mundy, Johnny 

Mercer, James Young 
Performed by Chet Baker 

Courtesy of Blue Note Records 
Under license from  

Universal Music Enterprises

“MADUROS” 
Written by Alexander McCabe 

Performed by Alexander McCabe &  
Robi Hager 

“ILLUSIONS” 
Written by Frederick K. Hollander 
Performed by Marlene Dietrich 
Courtesy of Arkadia Chansons

“I’LL BE SEEING YOU” 
Written by Sammy Fain & Irving Kahal 

Performed by Billie Holiday 
Courtesy of The Verve Music Group 

Under license from  
Universal Music Enterprises

“CHARADE” 
Written by Henry Mancini  

& Johnny Mercer 
Performed by Blossom Dearie 

Courtesy of Blue Note Records  
Under license from  

Universal Music Enterprises

“GOODNIGHT LADIES” 
Written and Performed by Lou Reed  

Courtesy of RCA Records 
By arrangement with  

Sony Music Entertainment
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THE PRODUCERS WISH TO THANK THE FOLLOWING FOR THEIR ASSISTANCE:

The City of New York 
Mayor’s Office of Media and Entertainment 

DCAS 
The Central Park Conservancy 
Riverside Park Conservancy 

Julius’ Bar 
Living Proof 

Animal Actors, Inc., New Jersey

Filmed with the Support of the New York State Governor’s Office 
of Motion Picture & Television Development

Clip from ‘LITTLE FOXES’ Courtesy of Samuel Goldwyn Productions.

Stills From ‘NEXT STOP, GREENWICH VILLAGE’ Courtesy of Twentieth Century Fox. 
All rights reserved.

© Daily News, L.P. (New York). Used with permission.

Primo 70 Series lenses and Millennium DXL cameras provided by Panavision.

Approved No 51219

© 2018 Twentieth Century Fox Film Corporation and TSG Entertainment Finance LLC.

Twentieth Century Fox Film Corporation did not receive any  
payment or other consideration, or enter into any agreement,  

for the depiction of tobacco products in this film.

This motion picture is inspired by actual persons and events.  
However, some characters, names, businesses and certain locations  

and events have been fictionalized for dramatic purposes.

Ownership of this motion picture is protected by copyright and other  
applicable laws, and any unauthorized duplication, distribution or exhibition of this 

motion picture could result in criminal prosecution as well as civil liability.

©2018 TWENTIETH CENTURY FOX FILM CORPORATION. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED. PROPERTY OF FOX.  
PERMISSION IS GRANTED TO NEWSPAPERS AND PERIODICALS TO REPRODUCE THIS TEXT IN ARTICLES 

PUBLICIZING THE DISTRIBUTION OF THE MOTION PICTURE. ALL OTHER USE IS STRICTLY PROHIBITED, 
INCLUDING SALE, DUPLICATION, OR OTHER TRANSFER OF THIS MATERIAL. THIS PRESS KIT, IN WHOLE 

OR IN PART, MUST NOT BE LEASED, SOLD, OR GIVEN AWAY.


